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1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 13, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

Android apps:

Q Drops and POTUS Tweets
Think for yourself. Get real-time Q Drops and Trump tweets. Do Research. QAnon.

We are the news now. WWG1WGA!

https://qagg.news/

qanon.news: Q drops, POTUS Tweets and offsite archive
Mirror archive of Q drops, POTUS tweets, and full QResearch threads from 8ch and

8kun. You are the news now!

https://qanon.news/Q

https://threadreaderapp.com/
https://threadreaderapp.com/user/prayingmedic
https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1260624774562148358
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My Theme: The Swamp Runs Deep

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The

mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in

chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to

search, browse, share and research QAnon posts & much much more. Q Alerts is

the first & original Q Android app as w…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) After the DOJ dropped its case against General Flynn, rather than dismissing the case,
Judge Emmet Sullivan will allow "friend of the court" briefs to be submitted. (Sullivan had
previously denied submission of amicus briefs.)
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Flynn judge to allow 'amicus' submissions, delaying immediate resolut…
D.C. District Court Judge Emmet Sullivan issued an order Tuesday indicating he'll

soon accept "amicus curiae," or "friend of the court" submissions, in the case of

former national security adviser Mi…

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/judge-in-flynn-case-to-open-up-case-for-amicus-sub…

3) @QBlueSkyQ found a photo of Judge Sullivan and FISA court judges Boasberg, Collyer,
and Contreras. 

BlueSky
@QBlueSkyQ

Judge Sullivan resides in the same court as the FISA Court. 
Here he is with James Boasberg & Rosemary Collyer who both 
signed the FISA warrant. Judge Contreras Flynn's first Judge 
had to be removed from the case because of his  personal 
relationship with Strzok. #DrainTheSwamp

16.3K 12:31 AM - May 13, 2020

14.5K people are talking about this
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4) Q posted a link to the above tweet along with 2 links and a repost from September of 2018
showing how the FISA process is used to prosecute innocent people.

5) Judge Rudy Contreras was the judge in General Flynn's case.
After it was learned that Contreras had a personal relationship with Peter Strzok (the FBI
agent who set up Flynn) Contreras was recused from the case. 
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Strzok-Page texts reveal personal relationship between FBI official and…
The federal judge who received former Trump National Security Adviser Michael

Flynn’s guilty plea last year and subsequently recused himself from the case was

close friends with anti-Trump FBI offici…

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/strzok-page-texts-reveal-personal-relationship-betwe…

6) Q posted a link to this article which notes that Contreras was also appointed to the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court in May 2016 for a term lasting through 2023.

Judge presiding over Michael Flynn criminal case is recused: court
The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia judge presiding over the criminal

case for President Donald Trump's former National Security Adviser Michael Flynn

has been recused from handling …

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia-flynn/judge-presiding-over-michael…

7) Q posted a link to this page, which shows the current makeup of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court. 

https://www.fisc.uscourts.gov/current-membership

8) Q wrote:
Judge Rudolph Contreras current member of FISC?
WHO SIGNED THE FLYNN FISA?

I'll assume this is confirmation of what many of us suspected, that Contreras signed Flynn's
FISA warrant.
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9) We know that Contreras was the judge in General Flynn's case.
If it turns out he also signed Flynn's FISA warrant, there should be hell to pay.

FISA operations are highly secretive, which makes the Court a perfect place to carry out
corrupt practices.

10) Regarding the repost contained in Q's first post today.

In February of 2019, Q commented on the "Setup Ex 1" post.

11) Russian attorney Natalya Veselnitskaya was allowed to come into the country by Loretta
Lynch on a special visa to help manufacture the appearance that the Trump campaign colluded
with Russia. 

Homeland Security confirms special entry for Russian lawyer
It also said Veselnitskaya eventually won a nonimmigrant work visa around the time

she met President Trump’s eldest son in New York last summer.

https://thehill com/homenews/administration/342118-homeland-security-confirms-speci
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https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/342118 homeland security confirms speci…

12) On June 7, 2016 Donald Trump Jr. confirmed a meeting with himself, Paul Manafort and
Jared Kushner for June 9th in Trump tower.

The Trump Tower meeting: A timeline
CNN's report that Michael Cohen claims then-candidate Donald Trump had

advanced knowledge of the June 2016 Trump Tower meeting has created a fresh

wave of scrutiny about the now-infamous gathering.

https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/31/politics/trump-tower-meeting-timeline/index.html

13) On June 9th, Russian attorney Natalya Veselnitskaya met with Don Jr, Jared Kushner and
Paul Manafort.

She also met with Democrat/Clinton operative Glen Simpson of Fusion GPS the day before,
the day of, and the day after the Trump Tower meeting.

Trump Tower meeting was an incalculable coincidence — or a set-up - …
Natalia Veselnitskaya, who orchestrated the Trump Tower meeting, was also

ki ith F i GPS f d Gl Si h t d th St l D i
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working with Fusion GPS founder Glenn Simpson, who created the Steele Dossier.

http://suindependent.com/natalia-veselnitskaya-trump-tower-meeting-fusion-gps-glenn…

14) General Flynn was accused of colluding with Russia because of his calls to Ambassador
Kislyak; Manafort because of the Trump Tower meeting;
Carter Page because of his trips to Russia; Papadopoulous because of bar talk about Clinton
emails.

15) These four were then placed under surveillance which allowed the Obama administration
to spy on the entire Trump campaign. 

Three targets were referred for prosecution by Robert Mueller's team which prevented them
from publicly discussing the methods used to spy on them.

16) Carter Page would have been referred for prosecution were it not for the fact that his FISA
application was declassified and made public. Bringing him into the investigation would risk
exposing the deep state's methods of keeping people quiet.
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17) Thanks to declassified transcripts, we know that collusion with Russia or dirt on Hillary
never came up in the Trump Tower meeting. The meeting created the appearance of Russian
collusion and a compliant FISA court rubber-stamped a surveillance warrant

Russian translator told Mueller team the Trump Tower meeting wasn't …
The Russian translator who attended the 2016 Trump Tower meeting between

Russians and President Trump's campaign members told special counsel Robert

Mueller’s investigators there was no discussion of…

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/russian-translator-told-mueller-team-the-tr…

18) Declassified information shows that former CIA Director Brennan concealed high-quality
intelligence reports showing that Vladimir Putin wanted Hillary Clinton to win in 2016, while
highlighting low-quality reports that Russia backed Donald Trump. 

Fox News: John Brennan Suppressed Intel Saying Russia Wanted Hilla…
Fox News' Ed Henry reported that Richard Grenell declassified info suggesting

Brennan suppressed intel suggesting Russia preferred Hillary.

https://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2020/05/12/fox-news-john-brennan-russia-…
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19) Q reposted a drop from April 30th, where he suggested that declassified reports would
prove Brennan forced the fake Russian collusion narrative on the world.

20)
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21) @CBS_Herridge has received a list of people who may have viewed General Flynn's
unmasked name in intelligence reports.

#Unmasking
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22) @ChuckGrassley's response 

#Unmasking.

ChuckGrassley
@ChuckGrassley

Thx again to Acting Intel Dir Grenell for responding to my request 
for list of Lt Gen Flynn unmasking names Prominent Obama 
admin officials like Biden listed Need answers on what they knew 
and when they knew it& why??? Curious timing on some of the 
unmasking requests

26.8K 6:47 PM - May 13, 2020

10.6K people are talking about this

23) A brilliant move by white hats feeding declassification reports to @CBS_Herridge who
red pills normies that watch CBS News.

0:00

24) Rand Paul wants to know why Joe Biden and more than a dozen people in the Obama
administration requested to unmask General Flynn's name. 

#Unmasking
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25) Curious that Joe Biden made a request to unmask General Flynn's name on January 12th,
the same day WaPo published the first article about Flynn's calls with Ambassador Kislyak. 

#Unmasking 

Biden, Comey, Brennan Submitted Flynn ‘Unmasking’ Requests
Joe Biden and the directors of the three main U.S. intelligence agencies submitted

so-called "unmasking" requests for information about Michael Flynn.

https://dailycaller.com/2020/05/13/joe-biden-james-comey-john-brennan-unmasked-mi…

26) Last night, an anon asked POTUS (Q+) to tweet "It's happening" as confirmation that the
deep state is being taken down.

POTUS fulfilled the request this morning. 

The board is under heavy attack.

27) Q posted a link to the tweet by @CBS_Herridge with the list of people who requested
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#Unmasking of General Flynn. 

Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge

SCOOP @CBSNews obtains @RichardGrenell notification to 
congress declassified “unmasking list” Flynn between late 2016 
and January 2017 - Read 3 pages provided by NSA here

37.8K 6:19 PM - May 13, 2020

27.6K people are talking about this

28) An anon noted that the letter from General Nakasone (NSA) to the Office of Director of
National Intelligence regarding Flynn #Unmasking was dated May 4th, 2020.

If you assign a letter to the day of the month—the 4th of May (4/5)becomes D5.

29) The deep state thought Q's mention of D5 in 2018 was in reference to December 5th, so
they planned a State Funeral to interfere with the plans of the good guys.

30) Backstory:
When Q posted about D5 in November of 2018, it was in reference to an open Congressional
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hearing on the Clinton Foundation (scheduled for December 5th) where U.S. Attorney Huber
was expected to testify.

31) Fearing public disclosure of their criminal activity, the deep state took the bait and held a
State funeral on December 5th for George H.W. Bush.

The hearing was canceled but the move forced the deep state to expend ammunition.

32) The Congressional hearing on the Clinton Foundation was held on December 12th, but
Huber didn't testify.

The Clinton Foundation investigation wasn't complete and the DOJ doesn't publicly discuss
open investigations. 

Now, the investigation is complete.
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33) May 31, 2019.

Leeann
@Leeann73590200

Replying to @prayingmedic

My question is when was this statement by AG done

12 8:37 PM - May 13, 2020

See Leeann's other Tweets

34) An anon noted that the list of people who requested to unmask General Flynn's name only
covers the time period between November 8th, 2016 through January 31, 2017. 

There were likely more #Unmasking requests outside that time frame.

35) Q confirmed.
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This is only the start. 

#Unmasking

36)

Jeff Carlson
@themarketswork

Anybody else curious to see ALL the unmasking requests from 
2016....?

4,482 8:11 PM - May 13, 2020

1,430 people are talking about this

37) Joe Biden's people are a little pissed that his name was on the list of people who
unmasked General Flynn. 

https://twitter.com/AndrewBatesNC/status/1260649113957183489

#Unmasking

38) #Unmasking
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39)

40) The Obama administration requested the #unmasking of General Flynn's name more than
a dozen times before his phone call with Ambassador Kislyak. 

Did they have a legitimate reason?

Q suggested that that the FBI (belatedly) created a reason for the unmasking.

41) A timeline of events related to General Flynn's phone calls. 
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Timeline: What We Now Know About Flynn’s Phone Calls With Russia
What happened behind the scenes and what was known and said publicly.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/02/14/us/politics/flynn-call-russia-timeline.html

42) The same question was asked by @treehuggingsis 

tree hugging sister
@treehuggingsis

Replying to @adamhousley

How do they explain so many of the requests being PRIOR to 
the Kislyak call that SUPPOSEDLY was the predicate for the 
investigation?

And Sgt Schultz? He must have forgotten he was on the list, 
considering what he told to George Stephanopoulos on Sunday

3,954 7:01 PM - May 13, 2020

3,340 people are talking about this
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43) 

Adam Housley
@adamhousley

THIS IS EXACTLY THE POINT!! Thank You. 
twitter.com/treehuggingsis…

tree hugging sister @treehuggingsis
Replying to @adamhousley

How do they explain so many of the requests being PRIOR to the 
Kislyak call that SUPPOSEDLY was the predicate for the 
investigation?

And Sgt Schultz? He must have forgotten he was on the list, 
considering what he told to George Stephanopoulos on Sunday

7,723 7:03 PM - May 13, 2020

6,068 people are talking about this

44) An anon posted links to the above tweets.

45) Q asked anons to go back further in time in the Trump transition to find out who told
Ambassador Kislyak to request a meeting with General Flynn. 

The implication being that someone setup Flynn for FISA surveillance by setting up his
meeting with Kislyak.
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46) The linked article discusses the Trump transition team making connections with their
counterparts in Russia and specifically, a meeting in Trump Tower between Gen Flynn, Jared
Kushner and Ambassador Kislyak. 

What the Mueller report says about Jared Kushner, Ivanka Trump and …
The special counsel's report focuses on the president himself, but it also reveals

new details about his family members, Donald Jr., Ivanka and Jared Kushner.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/what-mueller-report-says-about-jared-…

47) The meeting took place on December 1, 2017, the day after Samantha Power's request to
unmask General Flynn's name. 

Judging by the timing, I'm guessing someone close to Obama arranged the meeting to give
them a reason for unmasking Flynn's name
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4 meetings with Russians disclosed by Jared Kushner
President Donald Trump's son-in-law, Jared Kushner, disclosed in a statement to

members of Congress four distinct interactions with Russians.

https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/ct-jared-kushner-russian-meetings-20170…

48) Information about the Trump Tower meeting with Kislyak and Flynn came from
testimony in the Mueller report. It's hard to say definitively who set up the meeting. A lot of
people were trying desperately to connect Putin with the Trump transition team.

49) Dimitri Simes had a lot of interest in connecting Russian and American political figures. 

Read the text of the Mueller report
A PDF of Robert Mueller's report on his investigation into Russian election

interference was released with some redactions by Department of Justice.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/read-text-full-mueller-report-n994551
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50) Simes had a number of meetings with Jared Kushner in 2016 and helped facilitate an
event at the Mayflower Hotel where Ambassador Kislyak met Jeff Sessions.

51) Simes helped Kushner identify Ambassador Kislyak, but there is no indication in the
Mueller report that Simes set up the meeting between Flynn and Kislyak.

52) Petr Aven, Kirill Dmitriev, and even convicted pedophile George Nader tried to set up
meetings between Trump's people and the Russian government, but there is no indication that

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EX7_lonU4AAIC0x.jpg
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any of them set up the Flynn-Kislyak meeting. 

Read the text of the Mueller report
A PDF of Robert Mueller's report on his investigation into Russian election

interference was released with some redactions by Department of Justice.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/read-text-full-mueller-report-n994551

53) The name of the person who set up the Flynn-Kislyak meeting isn't important. 

The deep state was confident they had enough people in key positions (even in Trump's
cabinet) that their illegal surveillance tactics would never be declassified and made public.

54) A shadow government succeeds by having their people in all the right places.

It took this long for a reason.
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55)

56) Devin Nunes:
"We're doing a large criminal referral on the Mueller dossier team that put together a
fraudulent report — that knew there was no collusion the day that Mueller walked in the
door."

Devin Nunes: Criminal referrals coming for Mueller team
The top Republican on the House Intelligence Committee said criminal referrals are

coming for members of former special counsel Robert Mueller's team who

investigated Russian interference in the 2016…

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/devin-nunes-criminal-referrals-coming-for-…

57)

AC-130 Gunship Lights up the Night | Military.com
An AC-130 gunship and UH-60 helicopter light up the night as troops on the ground

work a laser illuminator.

https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658…
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58) Bring the rain.

0:00

59) #Obamagate

60) Looks like the storm is about to make landfall. 
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H/T @drefanzor 

0:00

62) @antlive73_am was Q'd for this screencap showing Facebook's $100,000 bounty for AI
program that can interpret memes." 

Marcial Matters WWG1WGA Q
@antlive73_am

Attention QAnon do this asap block anything REUTERS from ur 
fb & Twitter MAKE IT VIRAL @BardsOfWar @rexxurection 
@EYEDROPMEDIA @QAnon_Report @EyesOnQ

https://twitter.com/drefanzor
https://twitter.com/antlive73_am
https://twitter.com/antlive73_am
https://twitter.com/antlive73_am
https://twitter.com/antlive73_am/status/1260729778983837696
https://twitter.com/BardsOfWar
https://twitter.com/rexxurection
https://twitter.com/EYEDROPMEDIA
https://twitter.com/QAnon_Report
https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1260729778983837696
https://twitter.com/antlive73_am/status/1260729778983837696/photo/1


9,963 12:32 AM - May 14, 2020

12.9K people are talking about this

63) Q told us previously that Non-NSA technology cannot accurately read memes. 

Meme warfare is highly effective in the political realm.
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64) On January 12, 2017, Joe Biden requested the unmasking of General Flynn.

65) That same day, Obama awarded Biden the Presidential medal of freedom.

In A Surprise Send-Off, Obama Awards Biden Presidential Medal Of Fr…
Calling Biden "the best vice president America's ever had" and a "lion of American

history," President Obama gave his White House partner the nation's highest

civilian honor in an emotional ceremony.

https://www.npr.org/2017/01/12/509545778/in-surprise-send-off-president-obama-awar…
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66)

67) @Stardust_1416 was Q'd for this tweet which noted that Hillary Clinton discussed
#Qanon in an interview with The Atlantic. 

NotYourMomsOpinion
@Stardust_1416

 Wow Hillary openly taking about #Qanon it does not get any 
more mainstream than that! We must be way over Target 

Congratulations Patriots & #DigitalSoldiers. We are winning the 
informational warfare. Keep fighting & get the memes 
ready.#WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #MAGA 
twitter.com/D3m0A/status/1…

D3M0 @D3m0A
I thought of tagging @Inevitable_ET or @elenochle  or maybe even 
@LisaMei62 or @M2Madness who do I tag to get this story out more? 

Why is Clinton talking about #Qanon and how well organized "they 
are", It's just a larp right?#WeAreTheNews #WWG1WGA  
theatlantic.com/magazine/archi…

13.1K 2:59 PM - May 14, 2020
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10.7K people are talking about this

68) Sauce. 

The Prophecies of Q
American conspiracy theories are entering a dangerous new phase.

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/qanon-nothing-can-stop-what-i…

69) As an example of how the shadow Government works—someone inside the White House
recommended Dan Coats and Director of National Intelligence.

Coats turned out to be working for the shadow government.
Did the person who recommended Coats know about his loyalties?

70) The plandemic provides a convenient excuse for former DNI James Clapper to dodge
Lindsey Graham's hearings. 

H/T @tomselliott 
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71) The lockdown also provides a reason to demand mail-in voting and taxpayer bailouts for
corrupt state and local governments.

Tom Elliott
@tomselliott

Replying to @tomselliott

Clapper, asked whether he’ll accept Sen. Graham’s call to testify: 
"Given my age demographic, I’d be happy to come after I’ve 
been vaccinated for Covid-19 ... I don’t particularly want to put 
my life or my wife’s in jeopardy” [says remote testimony possible]

5,189 12:17 PM - May 14, 2020

6,609 people are talking about this

72) Why did Barack Obama say, "After my election, I have more flexibility?"

H/T @PattyAngel64 
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73)

PattyAngel
@PattyAngel64

#Obamagate This proves who was colluding with Russia! 

17.2K 8:47 AM - May 14, 2020

15.1K people are talking about this

74) This morning, POTUS called for Barack Obama to testify before Lindsey Graham's
committee.
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75) Graham pushed back on that idea... and naturally, his haters thought it was one more
reason not to trust him.

76) Graham flipped two years ago and is working for the good guys (despite opinions to the
contrary). 

Why not interview Obama first?
The takedown of corruption goes from bottom to top. 
Graham simply needs to start the investigations of Spygate in Senate Judiciary.
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77) In November, Chuck Grassley will become the chair of the Judiciary Committee and
continue the investigations. 

Lindsey Graham will give Judiciary chairmanship back to Chuck Grass…
Senate Republicans will go through another game of musical chairs in the next

Congress.

https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/31/graham-judiciary-chairmanship-grassley-06…

78) A correction about the Atlantic article.
My YouTube channel may get a lot of views, but I make no money from it. My account has
been completely demonetized. 
If there are ads on my videos, someone else is making money on them.

cc: @AdrienneLaF
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The Prophecies of Q
American conspiracy theories are entering a dangerous new phase.

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/qanon-nothing-can-stop-what-i…

79)

80) Buckle up. 

0:00

81)
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Letter From Obama Office to NARA 03 13 20
Source document contributed to DocumentCloud by Emma Loop (BuzzFeed).

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6882587-Letter-From-Obama-Office-to-NA…

82) Chuck Grassley and Ron Johnson requested documents that Obama was trying to hide
related to Ukraine interference in the 2016 election.

After kicking, screaming, and yelling "muh conspiracy," Obama handed over the documents.

83)
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